Date
President Joe Biden
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington, DC 20500

REQUEST FOR THE IMMEDIATE COMMUTATION OF PRISON SENTENCE OF MATTHEW HALE, Clemency Petition C273312
Dear President Biden,
I won’t lie to you: as the old cliche goes, "I voted for the other guy." In fact, I can't say that I think much of your agenda at all. And yet here I am writing to you because you have said again and again that you want to be a president for ALL Americans--even those of us who voted for Donald Trump--and I’m taking you at your word.
Well, there is a fellow American who is in federal prison right now who doesn't belong there at all. His name is Matthew Hale. He has thus far served more than eighteen years of a 40 year sentence for a crime he not only did not commit but opposed--on TAPE no less. Well, he too is a fellow American and he too should be cared about by the President of the United States...especially since he committed no damn crime in the first place. (Nobody was harmed or injured by his supposed crime. He was convicted of soliciting an FBI agent (an agent provocateur, actually) to commit murder when in reality it was the agent provocateur himself who solicited Matt. If you will investigate his case for yourself you'll readily see that I am telling the truth: At no time did Matt ever ask anyone to kill ANYBODY. He was convicted rather for having unpopular OPINIONS which is as "un-American" as it gets, according to many/most un-American types. The entire trial transcript is readily available to be read on our website freematthale.org. Read it and you shall see that I’m telling the truth.
Mr. Trump didn’t free Matt because he was, apparently, too busy freeing his crooked friends, "celebrities," and doling out innumerable political favors to those who did not deserve them. Hence we, Matt Hale's many supporters, turn to you. Surely 18 years in prison for no crime is more than enough!
You are no doubt wondering, "what kind of opinions held by Matt that are we talking about?" I ask you though, does it really matter? The man is innocent regardless of the thoughts that enter his head or the words that might exit his mouth.
Without your askng I'll tell you anyway: the man is pro-White. Yep, he is one of those supposed "White Activists" who Americans have been trained, by those who are fully intent upon the destruction of our nation and our way of life, like Pavlov's dogs to hate. And yet I ask you Sir, aren't "White Activists"--whomsoever they may be—are none the less AMERICANS just like all the rest of us entitled to dignity, respect, and justice as well?
Or do you consider Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, and Teddy Roosevelt--"White Activists" all of them--likewise deserving of your hate? Please then, do not tell me that you will not help Matt Hale because he is a supposed "White Activist" the very office you hold--indeed the very government you head--was founded by precisely that sort of man!
In any event, your freeing of Matt Hale shall provide excellent proof of at least some evidence that you are really a president for ALL Americans. Show us that you are more of a man than was your predecessor, who clearly lacked the courage to do so. You, me, and all of us will be a lot better off for it, for the right of a man to THINK for himself without persecution is what is truly at stake here in this supposedly free country. Free Matt now and set the proper tone for the rest of your term, that Joe Biden is bigger and better than was his predecessor. Otherwise your obvious display of crass political expediency will be fully evident to us all. Give us some tangible evidence that you are truly a man of justice--and mercy--for all Americans.
Very Truly Yours,





